New Books for June 2023
Fiction

Allende, Isabel — Wind Knows My Name
Bailey, Tessa — Unfortunately Yours
Balogh, Mary — Remember Me
Benedict, Marie — First Ladies
Berry, Steve — 9th Man
Beutner, Katherine — Killingly
Cosby, S. A. — All the Sinners Bleed
Crichton, Michael — Grave Descend
Dailey, Janet — Sound of Sleighbells
Davis, Fiona — Spectacular
Deb, Siddhartha — Light at the End of the World
Dees, Cindy — Second Shot
Doiron, Paul — Dead Man’s Wake
Dubus, Andre — Such Kindness
Ford, Richard — Be Mine
Frank, Victoria Benton — My Magnolia Summer
Gates, Eva — Death Knells and Wedding Bells
Gaylin, Alison — Robert B. Parker’s Bad Influence
Graham, Heather — Whispers at Dusk
Gray, Shelley — Her Only Wish
Grissom, Kathleen — Crow Mary
Harmel, Kristin — Paris Daughter
Haven, Josh — Siberia Job
Higgins, Kristian — Little Ray of Sunshine
Hilderbrand, Elin — Five-Star Weekend
Hood, Joshua — Guardian
Horan, Nancy — House of Lincoln
Jackson, Lisa — Last Sinner
James, Miranda — His The Deadly
Johansen, Iris — Survivor
Kelley, Pamela — Bookshop by the Bay
Kvensler, Ulf — Couples Trip
Maden, Mike — Clive Cussler Fire Strike
Mallery, Susan — Happiness Plan
Patrick, Phaedra — Little Italian Hotel
Patterson, James — Cross Down
Patterson, James — Private Moscow
Patterson, Richard North — Trial
Quirk, Matthew — Inside Threat
Sager, Riley — Only One Left
Schellman, Katherine — Last Drop of Hemlock
Seales, Julia — Most Agreeable Murder
See, Lisa — Lady Tan’s Circle of Women
Shalvis, Jill — Sweetheart List
Shipman, Viola — Famous in a Small Town
Smith, Wilbur — Nemesis
Steel, Danielle — Palazzo
Ware, Ruth — Zero Days
Whitlow, Robert — Double Indemnity
Wiggs, Susan — Welcome to Beach Town
Williams, Beatriz — Beach at Summerly
Woods, Stuart — Near Miss

Want to know what new books are at the library? Sign up at www.wowbrary.org to receive a weekly email.
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Brokaw, Tom — Never Give Up: A Prairie Family's Story
Butcher, Barbara — What the Dead Know: Learning About Life As a New York City Death Investigator
Cheng-Tozun, Dorcas — Social Justice for the Sensitive Soul: How to Change the World in Quiet Ways
Currid-Halkett, Elizabeth — The Overlooked Americans: The Resilience of Our Rural Towns and What It Means for Our Country
De Semlyen, Nick — The Last Action Heroes: The Triumphs, Flops, and Feuds of Hollywood's Kings of Carnage
Farley, Audrey Clare — Girls and Their Monsters: The Genain Quadruplets and the Making of Madness in America
Finkel, Michael — The Art Thief: A True Story of Love, Crime, and a Dangerous Obsession
Gingrich, Newt — March to the Majority: The Real Story of the Republican Revolution
Hartman, Darrell — Battle of Ink and Ice: A Sensational Story of News Barons, North Pole Explorers, and the Making of Modern Media
Johnson, Scott C. — The Con Queen of Hollywood: The Hunt for an Evil Genius
Jones, Johnny Joey — Unbroken Bonds of Battle
Mahfouz, Sola — Defiant Dreams: The Journey of an Afghan Girl Who Risked Everything for Education
Page, Elliot — Pageboy
Pick-Goslar, Hannah — My Friend Anne Frank: The Inspiring and Heartbreaking True Story of Best Friends Torn Apart and Reunited Against All Odds
Rubio, Marco — Decades of Decadence: How Our Spoiled Elites Blew America's Inheritance of Liberty, Security, and Prosperity
Vanderbes, Jennifer — Wonder Drug: The Secret History of Thalidomide in America and Its Hidden Victims

Find new books online and place holds on them through our online catalog:
bcpls.org/newbooks.php